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As long as you need it, it doesn’t matter that the entire Heaven Springs will not be
hospitalized in the future!”

Charlie knew that Don Albert was loyal to him, and he had a heavy heart to repay his
kindness,

but he didn’t expect that this old man would be so caring.

He hadn’t been to Heaven Springs for so long, so he kept silently giving the diamond
box to him.

Keep it for himself, and more importantly, before that, Don Albert hadn’t said a word,
which proves that he hadn’t thought of using this kind of thing to cater to himself,

to claim credit for himself, but to be practical. Out of consideration for yourself.

Thinking of this, he couldn’t help taking another high look at Don Albert.

Regardless of how Don Albert has not read much,

he has an average level of education, but he is loyal and good at

handling affairs.

So, he smiled and said to Don Albert: “Keeping the diamond box is enough.

Heaven Springs should still treat the guests normally, otherwise, there will be all
waiters in the future,

and it will seem to lose popularity.”

Don Albert hurriedly said, “Good Master, Don Albert knows it!”

Charlie gave a hum, and then asked, “What are you up to these days?”

Don Albert respectfully replied: “Recently, I have been busy with the expansion of the
kennel farm.

It is expanding underground according to your requirements.

This will make it easier for you to arrange and dispatch in the future.”

“Okay.” Charlie said with satisfaction: “In this way, you should also go to Heaven
Springs now,



and introduce my two friends to you at noon. In the future, you will need to take care
of them in Aurous Hill.

Don Albert said without hesitation: “Good Master Wade, then I will call the people in
Heaven Springs,

arrange the banquet first, and then rush over immediately!”

“Great.”

After hanging up the phone, Charlie said to Hank and Ziva Hank: “My friend has
arranged it, let’s go now.”

Hank heard the words “Heaven Springs” mentioned in Charlie’s phone, and couldn’t
help but ask:

“Charlie, Heaven Springs seems to be opened by Aurous Hill Snake, it seems to be
called Don Albert.”

“That’s right.” Charlie nodded and said with a smile: “It’s Don Albert, but Don Albertye
is an outsider’s name for him.

You and Ziva Hank don’t need to call him that, just call him Don Albert when you meet.
“
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Hank reminded with some worry: “Charlie, I heard that Don Albert is the leader of the
underground world.

You should be careful when you come into contact with him!”

Charlie smiled slightly and said earnestly:

“Uncle Hank, Don Albert has now corrected the evil,

and he will not do the things that bullied others and bullied the market in the past.”

“Furthermore, under his influence, people in the entire Aurous Hill underground world
have begun to do serious business.

They are now operating regular nightclubs, selling authentic wines, opening security
companies,



building materials companies and even construction companies. Some time ago, they
have unified regulations.

The building materials industry in the city has eliminated all the building tyrants and
sand tyrants, which has played a

positive role in the live and work of the people in Aurous Hill, so you don’t have to
worry too much.

Hank nodded thoughtfully, and said: “Listening to what you said,

it seems that this is indeed the case. Recently, Aurous Hill has really rarely seen strong
fights happen…”
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